XL SERIES
Deutsche Power

LINE INTERACTIVE UPS
650VA ~ 3000VA (1/1)

SOHO &
I.T Grade UPS

LINE INTERACTIVE UPS
XL Series (650VA~3000VA)
XL Series, a Line-Interactive UPS is designed for user’s
required short backup with high reliability, durability
and economical solution. Ideally for SOHO applications
and many other applications of similar types.

Technology

DP Electronics (Deutsche Power Co., Limited)

XL uses line interactive technology to produce a basic
level of protection. This topology includes a
transformer in series between the utility power source
and the load, enabling the UPS to “interact” with the
mains.

LCD

Wide Input Voltage Range AVR with Buck & Boost

XL has LCD in its front panel for easily viewing of
different features directly from the UPS LCD. This LCD
displays input /output voltages, input/output
frequency, battery capacity , faults and many others
features can be viewed.

XL wide input range 140~300VAC for 650/1000VA and
162~290VAC for 2000VA make it suitable to use in the
areas were voltages fluctuation is serious problem. The
UPS automatically Buck & Boost as per input feedback.

Remote Management

Standards

XL status information can be accessed securely from
any computer on your IP-Based network. UPS history
log, input /output voltages,
input/output frequency, battery capacity , faults and
many others feature can be view remotely.

Compact Design
XL compact design makes this UPS different from other
similar Products.Its reduced dimensions is easily
integrated into offices environment and low space
areas.

Off Mode Charging
XL has the ability to do off mode charging which means
UPS can be insert for charging while powering off the
on/off button. This feature provide the leverage to
charge the UPS in non working hours while keeping the
load off.

Cold Start
XL is empowered with cold start function which enable
the UPS to start directly on its batteries without
providing the mains supply.

Security:
Conductive Disturbance:
Video Frequency Disturbance:

Application
Work Stations
Computer Peripherals
Point of Sale Equipment
Hubs, Routers
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